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who have instinctively chosen certain men to lead them to
such negations. In reality they are deprived of either the
clear vision or the knowledge of a newer and better civiliza-
tion. The masses desire chaos, nothing but chaos."
" Do you consider, then, that our Western civilization is
really doomed to final failure and chaos, and that there is no
m hope   of overcoming  the   difficulties  and   checking  the
dangers ? "
" No one can say. Only great statesmen, men of true
greatness., vision, understanding and courage can save our
civilization."
The tone in which these words were spoken left little
doubt as to Paderewski3s views whether he saw any such
statesmen in the modern world. I went on : " Don't you
think that Germany is doing herself harm to-day in
denying so many of the marvellous achievements of her
former culture ? "
" From the point of view of the world she is certainly
doing herself great harm, though from her own point of
view she does not seem to be conscious of it or does not seem
to mind it. On the other hand, I think that Germany's
only real contribution towards world culture, a contribution
that could not be replaced by any other nation, is in the field
of music. The literature, architecture and sculpture,
certainly painting, and even the philosophy of the world,
would remain great if the German contribution in those
fields were entirely destroyed. But German music could
not be replaced ; that is tremendous. Look at these
composers : Handel, Bach, Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven,
Schumann, Schubert, Mendelssohn, Wagner and a score
of smaller ones."
I interrupted : " Some people like to make of Beethoven
a Dutchman who was absorbed by the culture and civili-
zation of Vienna."
Paderewski retorted quickly : ££ You cannot do that. It
is an utterly artificial construction. Of course Beethoven
i§ Gejrman, a pure German,"

